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Platform Economy
Reorganization of the global economy in which
digital platform owners are developing power
that will be as formidable as that of the factory
owners
in the early industrial revolution
(Kenney and Zysman, 2016)

Implications for agriculture??

Platforms Have Power
• Functions: data, networks, websites
• Governance – inclusion or exclusion,
shape behavior
• Surveillance – all action on platform is
observable
• Decision-making – unilateral by
platform, shaped by algorithmic
analysis

Specificities and Digital Technologies
• Agri-food Systems (AFS) are social constructs (Malassis, 1994)
• Remarkable diversity and complexity due to:
– Relationship to resources: water, soil, air, forests (Trystram &
Serhan, 2020)
– Inputs - labor, chemicals, seeds, machinery, etc.
– Outputs - field crops, trees, animals, etc.
– Actors - farmers, food processors, distributors, consumers,
etc.
– Digital technologies as “actants” (Latour, 1994)
• Unsustainable current dominant AFS (FAO, 2018)
• Diversity of sustainability issues and needs (Trystram, 2012)
•

Uncertainty and complexity in AFS to achieve sustainability

Digital platforms and smart machines
as eco-innovations (FAO, 2019)

Dominant Agri-Food System
• Food Value chain - digitized
– Inputs
• Machinery
• Seeds
• Fertilizers

– Outputs
• Food
• Industrial products

• Data is an input and output

Agriculture and Data Collection
(Serhan, Kenney& Trystram, 2020)
– Farm management software
– Machinery (modern combine collects field location,
temperature, protein and moisture content, yield,
impurities, etc.)
– GPS fixes exact location in field
– Drones/remote sensing collecting data on
plants/animal and environment
• Crop health
• Water, nitrogen etc. in soil
– Weather stations in field

Who owns and controls this data?

Digitization
Digitization is proceeding in all productive
activities
– Machinery can sense, process, and
communicate
– Farm management software
– Drones

From Farm and Equipment to
Connected, Smart Farm and Equipment

Source: Adapted from Porter and Heppelmann, 2014.

Platforms as Social Innovations
• Intermediate between “sides” of the
platform
• Provide resources and services to
sides
• Facilitate innovation, in particular,
generativity
• New value creation and concomitant
capture

Agricultural Platforms
Unifying the Data
• Platform owner is intermediary and as
such has power to:
- Structure action
- Observe all actors
- Unilaterally change
parameters
- Exclude actors

Platform Business Models in
Agriculture
• Venture capital-funded startups - FBN etc.
(Disruptive business models)

• Agri-input firms – Bayer, John Deere, etc.
• Cooperatives – InVivo, etc.
• Existing platform firms - Google, Amazon,
Microsoft, IBM (Software & Apps)
• Specially-formed entities – e.g.,
SmartDairy

Example – SmartDairy and JoinData
Innovative Organizational Solutions
• Joint venture government, research
orgs, university, cooperatives, firms
• Clearinghouse model – does not retain
data
• Farmers choose
organizations
to share their data
Source: Adapted from Van der Aaker, 2020

Benefits to Sharing Data
• Big data – improved decision-making
• Greater efficiency/Less environmental
impact
– Less use of pesticides and seeds

• Fields as datasets for experiments and
improvement
– Chemical and seed applications
– Machinery

• Improved traceability

Current Situation
• Digital platforms are and can facilitate social
innovation
• Promises:
– Improve resource efficiency and sustainability
– Increase profits?

• Threats/Drawbacks
– Platform organizes market and extracts value
– No platform has tipped market
– Farmers are suspicious

Technology vs human labor or knowledgeaugmented farmers and agriculture?

Social Solutions to Platform Power?
• Codes of conduct sufficient?
• Local vs global platforms?
• Are contracts that allow farmers to retain
control of their data enforceable?
• Can alternative arrangements such as
coops tip the market?
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We express the highest appreciation for
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determination to pursue the conference
program despite the extremely
challenging times and conditions.
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